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Bhavnagar Boasts GMP Certification

Dear Biostadians,

I hope all of you are keeping well.
The April -June quarter 2020 has been 

unprecedented in many ways. The entire 
ecosystem of the world came to a grinding halt 
and left all of us uncertain about our future. 

We, in the agro-chemical sector, as part 
of the overall agriculture supply chain have 
been largely insulated from the downturn we 
are witnessing in major areas of our economy. 
Biostadt has risen to the occasion and has 
delivered a sterling performance during the 
April -June quarter. Economic disruption did not 
deter our support functions like Supply Chain, 
Finance, IT and HR to provide full support to our 
business divisions to meet their business goals.

We organized a first time all-digital Awards 
Conference which was a real success and 
motivation for us all. The implementation of 
G-Suite has kept the communication lines alive 
for the whole organization.

Colleagues, whilst our entire economy is 
faced with layoffs, pay cuts, downsizing, lack of 
demand, and supply chain disruptions, we are 
gratefully, insulated by this. We have ensured 
from the beginning of the March 23rd lock 

down that salaries would be paid in full and on 
time, and awards and rewards to be given as 
always. 

Finally, all of us participated generously in 
contributing our time and money towards the 
less privileged, by contributing Rs 1 crore through 
various NGOs and our own sales teams in helping 
the poor and migrant families. May Almighty 
God bless us all.

Going forward, the lock down situation will 
vary geographically across India. We all have to 
adjust to new ways of working. WFH and WFA will 
be the new normal. 

July - September is an all-important quarter 
for the organization. With a great start in the first 
quarter and a good monsoon arrival, let us all 
strive to overshoot our budgets and make 2021 a 
historic year for Biostadt, in spite of the depressing 
environment that surrounds us. 

Let’s keep our spirits high and I wish you all a 
fantastic quarter ahead.

Do take care and may you and your families 
stay safe. 
Best wishes.
Juzar Khorakiwala
Chairman & MD

IT gives me pleasure to announce that our 
Bhavnagar factory is now GMP certified.   We 
were audited and certified by Otabu Certifi-

cation Ltd (UK) on 17th July 2020, which will be 
valid for next three years. Every year auditors will 
conduct surveillance audit to check whether we 
are following the norms or not. This is a wonderful 
example set by team Bhavnagar under leader-
ship of Pradip Chaudhary. My appreciation and 
congratulations to the team. 

Worldwide, the term GMP (Good Manufac-
turing Practice) is recog-
nized for the good business 
tool which helps to improve 
compliance and perfor-
mance of the Company. 

GMP is a quality control 
system which makes sure 
that every product is ad-
equately tested. Thus, GMP 
ensures that a company fol-
lows a set of rules and regu-
lations that meets all the 
necessary quality require-
ments.

GMP is not only limited 
for finished products but 
also raw materials, packag-
ing materials, formulation 
design, production, storage 
and distribution of products

Quality Control (QC) is 
a key pillar of GMP which 

involves sampling, specifications, testing, docu-
mentation and release for all incoming materials 
which ensure satisfactory quality. GMP defines 
manufacturing processes are strictly controlled, 
ensuring that all products comply with prede-
fined specifications.

Manufacturing process activities includes 
maintaining the facilities, grounds, equipment, 
employee hygiene, cleaning and sanitization 
processes, formulation control, labelling, code 
dating and reworking,  

Quality Assurance (QA) en-
sured that products are con-
trolled to the quality standards 
appropriate to their intended 
use and as required by market-
ing.

Storage and distribution 
is an important activity for 
supply-chain management. 
SOP (Standard Operating Pro-
cedure) models have been 
adopted for this. GMP-guide-
lines take care of safety and to 
control damages during han-
dling and transportation. 

We can use the GMP cer-
tification number and logo on  
our labels and promotional  
materials.

Will keep upgrading our-
selves to supply quality prod-
ucts and services.

Awards and Accolades
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Humanity is being tested as never before as we come to 
terms with the implications of the novel pandemic-- and our 
novel endeavours to overcome it! Communities, corporates, 
individuals in small and big ways have given of their time, 
their resources and themselves to help their colleagues and 
the underprivileged. Presesenting some vignettes of how the 
Biostadt family and all its affiliates dealt and are dealing 
with this ongoing Covid 19 challenge. More power to our 
not-so-ordinary heroes who live in extraordinary times.

Mr Mir along with Rayees and Irfan reached the Customer service 
centres during these tough times. Reached CSC, arranged labourers and 
transport to fulfill their targets and also tried to provide the best service 
to the distributors and farmers. We all team members connected with our 
distributors dealers and farmers,  also provided them with the best possible 
solution for the diseases they are facing in their apple orchards. 

MOHD MAQBOOL MIR

K.Kesavan from CSC staff started Loading 
and Unloading Morning 4.30 AM and 
completed on 11 AM, Evening start at 8 
pm and completed 12 pm. Crop Care did 
Rs 1.5 crore sales and all divisions put 
together Madurai CSC has done around 
2 crore Sales. Madurai is under RED 
ALERT Area. 

K.KESAVAN

Lockdown situation urges me to interact more 
frequently with Government agencies, 
Contract Research Organization, Principle 
companies for Sharing Registration Data, 
Effective coordination with Inter and Intra 
departments Via Google Hang-out.  

VENKATESAN SUBBUSAMY                    

Initiated lifting the material 
with Full Truck Load, even 
though Madurai is a Red Zone. 
There was no availability of 
manpower, he himself arranged 
First Truck Load. He has done 
Rs 40 lakh sales business this 
month, almost all are Biostadt. 

B BALAKUMARAN                           
Efficiently harnessed digital 
platforms during lockdown to 
‘UNLOCK’ professional capabilities 
- 40 Interviews conducted in Covid 
period, Offer Letters released - 12, 
New process implementation -2 
(1 complete & 1 WIP). Covid 
Helping hand - Have volunteered 
for snacks and tea arrangement for 
workers inside naval base for 15 days. 

AMRITA 
BHATTACHARJEE                    

Helped the needy in 
an aquaculture village 
near Aalapuram 
in East Godavari by 
making the food material 
available to customer Mr.Ravi 
Raju of Ohm Enterprises, 
Amalapuram.

MUDUNURI 
S RAJU            

Worked rigorously to obtain permissions from multiple government officials to ensure our product 
reaches the farmers in these tough times. In March the material was despatched and then the lockdown 
started. The trucks were halted en route. We had a new customer and he had made advance payment.  The 
customer was in a state of panic and was asking for returning the advance since he did not receive the material. We had 
applied for government permission through the site which was taking time and the customer was insisting to give the 
material or return the advance. We delivered the material of the regular distributor to the new customer, and when we 
obtained permission, the delivery to the regular customer was also done.

ABHIJEET 
PRADIP 

NAOHATE                 

Operationalizing South customer service centres 
(CSCs) inspite of COVID red zone areas. 
Obtaining the pass was difficult but continuous 
follow-ups were done. The pass was issued for 
only two persons.  There were trucks 
to be loaded and we needed 
more passes to get labour. So 
one person waited at the 
CSC. The other would 
go taking two pass and 
bring one labourer. Again, 
take the pass and bring 
another labourer.  Likewise, 
the labourers were brought in 
and were reached home accordingly.  
The trucks used to be ushered in the CSC during 
midnight. By 6 am the trucks were loaded and 
before the authorities came for rounds, the 
truck had left. Sometimes when we did not 
get labourers, the driver and his assistant were 
convinced to load and we got the order completed. 

DWARKANATH V REDDY

I achieved sale of 
Rs10.5lakhs & monitored 
delivery till it reached the 
customer. Possible with 

support from all.

ABINASH DASH
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For service to the 
farmers in these tough 
times, moved to 4 am 
in feed truck as personal 
vehicles were not 
allowed on roads.

DEEPAK JOSHI                   

We conducted training on  
awareness and infection 
controlling practices 
at Vadodara, aqua 
manufacturing unit. 
We also collected 
self-declaration 
on traveling and 
COVID-19  
symptoms history.

S N AMBEKAR                             

I shifted my focus on collections 
rather than sales. Transportation 
was not available. A friend works 
in the bank and I received cheques 
on whatsapp from dealers/
distributors and forwarded it to 
my friend to get them transferred 
to distributors’ account and then 
Biostadt. I was able to collect 
Rs52.85 lakhs in last few days 
of March, with a total collection 
of Rs. 89.47 lakhs. I obtained a 
movement pass for twice in a week 
and now I work in the field as 
well. Orders are placed online and 
follow-up via phone and whatsapp 
is done with CSC as well as to 
the Parties. Using platforms like 
facebook for demand generation 
activities and answering queries 
through my Facebook Page. Using 
Plantix (An App for android 
platform) to guide farmers and 
product promotions.

PEERZADA 
MOHAMAD 
MUSSADIQ               

At central Karnataka region 
we achieved our sales plan with 

collection of Rs 15 lakh. 

SIDDHALINGESH 
KURTAKOTI                 

As a finance person it was not 
a routine month-end but 
year-end. Collected 
all the papers lying 
at factory with 
proper precaution & 
guidelines & started 
working from home. 

IRFAN M MANSURI                   

Conducted sessions on BioNova and 
made employees understand work 

automation products. 

RICHA R DESAI                     

Distributed food and beverages 
to poor and homeless people. 
Created awareness about 
covid prevention programmes. 
Explained the importance of 
sea food (principal nutrients 
and energy content of shrimp 
and fish) to the people in our 
residential society. 

RAVI VARMA

Maintained staff’s morale and 
efficiency by providing pick-
ups and drops. Ensured safe 
environment, aligned time 
bound work, Supplying goods 
on time and safely. Ensured 
compliance with lockdown rules. 

SANDEEP SACHDEVA

Operationalizing 
Jammu Factory with 
all the permissions 

and mobilising 
labourers and staff.

JAI KUMAR 
SEDHA                         

Regional Field Manager & Komera 
Venkateswarlu, Senior Field Officer 
(Aqua Division) along with Mr. 
Shaikh Khajavali and Mr. Shaikh 
Rabbani -  Aqua products dealers 
- Indian Medicals, Nellore helped 
labourers, Hamals  and stranded 
people who could not reach their 
hometown with  foodpackets 
containing Rice, Sugar, Pulses, 
Semolina, Oil and other essentials. 
Around 100 packets were distributed.

JOHNSAHEB SHAIKH

Starting Invoicing at CSCs with follow ups with team and Govt people. Spoke to CSC and helped them get 
pass from Police. Speaking to truck drivers to get labourers and for loading unloading and taking them back to 
their home was arranged.  The CSC worked at night at Pune which is a Red Zone and early morning the vehicle 
movement took place. Co-ordination with Kolkata transporter, Aslali Raipur, Jabalpur spoke to Collector, DM for 

documentation and passes to be procured. Ahmedabad e-passes were issued.  Mask and sanitizers were asked to be 
kept outside the gate of all CSCs. The drivers without mask were provided with mask.

SUBHASH MITTAL                          

In this pandemic I am doing something different, that is, helping the poor and 
hungry people and encouraging people to help the needy.  The colony where I stay, 
all members decided to make meals available to the stranded people at the railway 
stations, and the underprivileged. Everyone took up a task, cooked different things, 
assembled the meal packets and then took to distribution. Keeping social distancing.

Operationalizing 
Bhavnagar factory 
with all permissions and 

mobilising Labourers and 
Staff. Following government 

guidelines, Taking Precautions and care of 
all employees. Visited Collectors’ office to get 
permission. Once the permission was obtained 
the labourers and contractors were approached.  
The copy of collectors’ letter was given, still the 
police stopped the employees. The magistrates’ 
permission letter was obtained, the labourers 
were given ID Card. The labourers were asked to 
come on their bike since there was no transport 
and expenses were reimbursed. The thermo 
scanning and social distancing were monitored 
starting from the gate to the internal area of 
access by the employees and laborers’ sanitizer 
mask and all related materials were provided at 
every point.  The maintenance team has gone a 
long way to install a foot operated sanitizer to 
avoid touching the knob of the sanitizer.

PRADIP 
CHAUDHARI                        

Tanveer Singh and his team at Kolkata CSC  strived to keep  
Kolkata CSC operational  in these adverse conditions and 
are able to enhance the customer satisfaction levels meeting 
the customers’ requirements in the face of many difficult 
social and logistic concerns, all the while following the 
mandatory standard operating procedures stipulated by the 

Government. The trucks and the labourers were not available, 
so the local transporters were contacted and asked to ply the 

vehicle during night hours. They convinced the tea garden customers to bring 
their vehicles so that the material could be despatched.

TANVEER SINGH GOSAL

Territory manager in Tamluk territory has been contributing through his tireless efforts and skills 
in the field of aquaculture. We salute his worth towards his duty under the critical pandemic 
condition, working day and night for providing technical support to the farmers, gaining gratitude 
and admiration from the farming community during the lockdown period and when no vehicle or 
people were allowed to move.

ASRAF ALI KHAN                          

NARENDRA KUMAR DUBEY                    

MR.S.NAGARAJU AND 
MR. G. NARAYANA RAO efficiently conducted 
activities of the Vijayawada CSC even in critical situations during 
day and night, able to meet the stock requirements of the customers 
and  arrange the dispatches even in the tough social and  transport 
regulations in force following the statutory compliance measures and 
the Standard Operating Procedures.

DHAVAL SHA,  
NILESH V. PATEL & 
JAGDISH B. THAKOR

Worked their way out of curfew- 
imposed areas to Ahmedabad 
CSC to dispatch goods at 3 am.

VEERAMALLA  
SRIDHAR KUMAR  
& KANNUMREDDY 
PRABHU  
Distribution of food rations at 
Kaikalur, Krishna District on behalf 
of Biostadt India Limited supported 
by our Distributor Mr. K. K Babu 
of K. K Aqua Feeds and Needs. The 
beneficiaries are the workers involved in 
loading and unloading of Aquaculture 
Feeds and Health products, Cart Pullers 
and Rickshaw Pullers involved in the 
despatches of Aquaculture stocks.
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In spite of 
COVID-19, he 
is working in the 
field (in Kakdwip, 
Burdwan) with a 
positive attitude. He is giving 
wonderful technical service to the 
farmers and advising the farmers to 
maintain all safety measures. 

BISWAJIT 
SAMANTA                        

A duty- bound hard worker 
(Contai territory, West Bengal) 
and a true fighter for gainful 
results to the farmers. In this 
current crisis his dedication for 
the selfless farmers’ service and 
technical prowess is unparalleled.  
Since they were not allowed 
to move around, he visited the 
farmers and helped give technical 
advice for their farms.

SAMBHU NATH 
PRADHAN                     

Collected orders and 
supplied full truck load 
from CSC to distributors. 
The material had to go 
from Ludhiana to Shimla. 
There are three states in 
between, which was also a 
Red state. The depot was 
opened during the early 
morning hours. Some CSC 
of other companies were 
delivering the materials, 
collaborated with them, 
if our delivery could be 
done through their trucks, 
and how they procured 
the transportation? Local 
tempos were arranged 
during the night or early 
morning hours and 
movement of materials 
were done when there 
were low security checks to 
reach the distributors.

HARISH KUMAR

Working in Kota area of 
Nellore Territory has been 
providing technical service to the 
farmers 24/7. Working in close 
coordination with the channel partners 
even in the current critical situation, as customer service 
and ensuring customer satisfaction is our top priority.

SHAHAUDDIN 
SHAIK                        

In this epidemic time when farmers continue their farming 
activities, it is our responsibility to give them technical 
service and be with them in needy times. I am happy that 
during this disaster time, maintaining social distance, 
I delivered my duties to uphold customer service and 
satisfaction.

Is in charge of Medinipur Territory. 
In spite of COVID-19, he is 
working on the field 24*7 for 
betterment of farmers’ livelihood. 
Mr.Gopal Dinda is proving this 
quote “Sales is not 
about selling 
anymore, 
but about 
building 
trust and 
educating”.  
During lockdown 
when there was no 
movement allowed, whenever any 
farmer called-up for a visit, he has 
done field visits from one farm visit 
to other.

GOPAL DINDA                             

It is a very difficult situation for 
demand generation and Farm 

Technical Service in the 
current critical situation. 
But I continue my duties 
as far as possible in my 
areas of Balimunda and 

Bhadrak,Orissa. All the way 
following the Safety measures.

ARNAB SANTRA                            

Conducting his duties in Burdwan on 
the field with sincerity and responsibility, 

supporting our beloved farmers in this 
COVID-19 situation all the while maintaining 

the standard safety measures. 

SOURAV MAITI                            

DEBENDRA DAS

Discussed with the team to encourage the 
distributors to give order of direct truck load from 
Factory to their end, or they can pick material by 
their vehicles from our CSC.  We did more business 
this April than last April. The Real Hero of Ambala 
Region is Dharmendra Singh.  Mahinder Garh 
contributed 60% of overall business of Ambala 
Region.

RAJNISH KUMAR                           

 Cropcare | BIOSTADT

Covid-19 situation has brought almost every business 
activity to a standstill as movement of people was 

restricted leading to decline in activity. Biostadt was no 
exception, as majority of our field force were held up at 
their homes. But not getting bogged down, we decided 
to utilize this time for productive activity. Hence, we 
started conducting crop training programs and tried to 
position our key brands for specific disease in a crop. 
This was found very useful by the sales team as it was 
a new learning for many of them and it was refresher 
program too. In all, we conducted 50 training programs 
for crops like Apple, Chilli, Cotton, Ground Nut, Litchi, 
Paddy, Soybean, Sugarcane, Pomegranate, Grapes 
and Vegetables

Apart from crop training we also undertook the task of 
training our BFAs which are the face of our organization 
who daily interact with farmers and demonstrate about 
our products. In all we had undertaken 20 BFA training 
programs. This training was very helpful to BFAs especially 
for new joiners, as it helped them in gaining information 
about BIL portfolio and its right positioning. 

After huge success and good response from the 
team, we were self-motivated and did not limit ourselves 
to only crop training & BFA training. 

We later conducted a digital campaign for our 
key products: Seed Plus, Biozyme Crop Plus, Amaze 
XL, ROKO, Maiden and Biomycin. Soon we were ready 
with digital literature having key information about the 

products which were appealing to the farmers and 
posted these on Facebook’s BIOSTAD INDIA LTD page. 
These Facebook posts were liked by farming community 
& were shared many times by team members, Trade 
partners and Farmers. In all, we were able to contact 
50000 farmers through this activity. These brochures 
were then forwarded on What’s App farmer groups by 
our field team & CRM team. This activity gained much 
acceleration as sowing season neared and our Field 
team started received calls from farmers enquiring about 
the product. Not to limit this activity to whatsapp, we also 
shared digital leaflets, Video & Audio to 4 Lakh farmers 
by digital SMS Campaign, through which farmers could 
connect to our sales team members directly for sales 
lead generation.

After testing success by use of digital tool and 
receiving good response from farmers, field team started 
arranging Farmer meetings & BSA meetings. In all, we 
covered 1000 BSA members through 12 BSA meetings & 
15000 farmers through 300 farmer meetings.

Truly this lockdown has served as a new learning 
for us as we tried exploring new cost -effective ways of 
performing our day to day tasks.

The Marvels of Digital Marketing

Seeing is believing” is a powerful statement. When we see 
something with our own eyes, we believe it. Same thing 

happened for seed plus. When the farmers saw the result of 
seed plus on seed germination, seedling vigor, root growth 
with their own eyes, their belief on seed plus become stronger.
Same kind of  experiment was conducted in Cooch Behar 
territory by Mr. Amit Dey. He took chilli seeds and randomly 
he treated 60 seeds with seed plus and 60 untreated seed 
and put both type of seeds into soil in separate pot. After few 
days it was found that 59 seed out of 60 seed from seed plus 
treated pot have germinated while in comparison only 51 
seeds germinated from untreated pot. Again, after 21days, 

other parameters like root growth, plant height and easily 
identifiable differences and superior quality plant in seed plus 
treated pot compared to untreated one were observed. 

Seeing is Believing: Seed Plus

The trace of this perennial and herbaceous plant has its 
history through the Western Ghats with its strong flavour 

and the characteristic of being one among the luxurious 
spices. Yes, it’s none other than the Queen of the Spices 
– Cardamom (Elletaria cardamomum). The attribution of 
cardamom goes as a traditional medicine and is a highly 
minted commodity. Idukki, Kerala is the single dominant 
district in cultivating cardamom. Biostadt offers a wide 
range of products adapting to the cultivation of these 
cardamom capsules starting from Biozyme. Field visits 
to the individual planter estates was made to observe 

the results which yielded a good return and bounty of 
happiness among the cardamom growers. Biostadt India 
Limited has a good stake of market holding in rendering a 
complete solution for Cardamom. 

In knowing its geographical entity and the production 
technology of the crop as well, Biostadt observed the 
topographies, opportunities and efficiently contributed 
to the growth of the portfolio products and the market 
penetration. Thus, a collective approach in developing 
the market segment and enduring relationship with the 
stakeholders by the company was appreciated.

A Crush Of Cardamom
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Biostadt Crop Care sincerely hope that our COVID warriors 
are keeping well in this current unprecedented pandemic 

situation of Covid-19. 
The recent developments by government granting people 

movement & activities with precautionary measure, looks very 
positive & encouraging for industry. The most challenging task 
is to protect our health while performing duty. We must strictly 
follow highest standards of safety, hygiene & social distancing 
to keep ourself safe from this disease. As a matter of concern 
& gratitude towards health of our filed people, we have 

providing COVID-19 safety kit for our field staff & 1000 key Business associates. 
It includes Sanitizer Bottle, Disinfectant spray, 4 Mask & Gloves. Further, we have 
provided 50000 Masks for distribution to Other Distributors, BFAs, BSAs, Key Farmers 
& CSCs etc.

Distribution of Safety kit to trade partners and mask to farmers were very well 
appreciated by Agri input industy companies, channel partners & farmers. 

Safety First:Safety Kits Distributed

Soybean and groundnut are important oilseed crops 
predominantly grown in Kharif season. With more than 

150 lakh hectares of area together under these two crops, 
it offers immense opportunities for an agricultural input 
business. Biostadt India Ltd. has therefore introduced a 
broad spectrum post emergent herbicide REMEDUO to 
help farmers in managing weed problem in Soybean and 
Groundnut crops.

 During a lockdown situation due to COVID 19 
pandemic, when many were struggling to move out 
and do their daily activities, Biostadt Marketing, Sales 
& Supply Chain team worked tirelessly to introduce 
REMEDUO well before the kharif season starts. REMEDUO 
has been digitally launched at important locations 
like Jaipur, Indore, Jabalpur, Nagpur, Pune & Lucknow 
through Google Hangout in the presence of more than 
500 distributors and retailers from the respective regions. 
All the launch events were attended and addressed by 
the senior management team including Mr Gokul Dafale- 
VP, Mr Vijay Dongre- NSM, PMT, FMT along with respective 
SBU heads, RMs, TMs and their extended team. 

REMEDUO is a selective post emergent herbicide 

for management of grassy and 
broad leaf weeds in Soybean 
& Groundnut crops. With its 
unique mixture of two active 
ingredients offering contact as 
well as systemic action along with 
long residual control, REMEDUO 
is going to be an efficient tool in 
timely management of weeds in a 
cost-effective way and ultimately 
helping farmers in improving their 
yield. The launch events were 
preceded by extensive training to 
the frontline sales team so as to 
equip them to effectively handle 
the farmers’ queries and provide best after sales service 
to the trade and farmers.  Extensive use of social media 
platforms like Facebook, WhatsApp, SMS were used to 
create product awareness among all the stakeholders. 
We are happy to see an encouraging response from 
trade and farming community to REMEDUO which has 
helped us to achieve almost 100% of our planned sales. A 
good foundation has been laid to take off to new heights 
in the future.

BIOSTADT | Cropcare 

REMEDUO Weeds Out Crop Grief

Biostadt Aastha Parivar (BAP) meet is a well -known  
and much awaited event in Agri Input industry in 

Eastern India. SBU East had organized BAP meet cum tour 
from 18th -21st January’2020 at Jaipur. As it was a couples 

programme, total 115 delegates attended the event. It 
was 3 night- 4 days programme, jointly participated by 
all BAP members from West Bengal, Bihar, Jharkhand, 
Odisha, Assam and Manipur states of SBU East. Biostadt 
officials like Mr. Gokul Dafale, Mr. P.V. Hooda,  Mr. Dinesh 
Kumar, Mr. Partha Samra, Mr. Abichal Debnath attended  
the meeting. This mega event was designed and hosted 
by Mr. Manoj Choudhury.

BAP meeting was followed by local sightseeing at 
Amber fort, Hawa Mahal, Jal Mahal, City Palace etc.  
Traditional Rajasthani dance, folk songs and traditional 
attire were part of this mega event. Few new products 
like Rimove Plus, Smash were also launched during  
this event.

BAP Meet in Pink City

SBU North has been giving consistent performance 
overall,  but Specialty Division has always been 

special for SBU North to take drive right from its launch, 
achieving Rs14 crore business of Speciality Products in 
2018-19, surpassing budgets year after year. Distributors 
having more than 11 lacs Sales in Speciality Division 
with timely payment qualified under Europe Trip. The 

major contributors were from Rudrapur, Bathinda & 
Ambala Regions. Qualified Trade Partners with their 
families were offered a 7- day trip to Germany & Austria 
this February to celebrate their achievements. Second 
group of 28 people   from Jaipur and Shimla region 
set off for a 5- day Dubai holiday for their outstanding 
performance.

SBU North Distributors’ Tour to 
Europe & Dubai

Seed is a basic input for sustained growth in agricultural 
productivity. The seed-borne and early-season diseases 

create major hurdles, if not managed at proper time. 
Emphasis today is to give more productivity by utilizing 
lesser land, water, and manpower. Costs incurred for seed 
treatment is the least among all agricultural operational 
costs.

Treating the seeds with Biozyme Seed Plus is the most 
effective method to provide nutrition to seeds from the 
initial stage of the crop. Coating the seeds with Biozyme 
Seed Plus supports the crop for early development, root 

d e v e l o p m e n t , 
better seed vigor 
which is the key of 
-- and enhances 
stress tolerance 
as well. Special 
Campaign on Seed 
Plus has been done in May & June by South-1, where our 
team conducted more than 120 Seed Plus demonstrations 
in Seed treatment demonstration kit. Cotton, Paddy, 
Maize are the major crops focused in the campaign.

Winning Formula with Biozyme Seed Plus

 Cropcare | BIOSTADT

WatsApp - one of the most 
popular social media tools 

offers many unique advantages, 
which makes it a potent agricultural 
extension tool for the promotion 
and queries of our products. 

So, to reach out to more 
customers, we in North-2 have 
launched the WhatsApp Marketing 
campaigns to reach out to more 
growers for the promotion and 
queries of our prime customers i.e. 
farmers. Till now, we have reached 
8,000 famers through WhatsApp 
and counting more in the tally.

WhatsApp Campaigns 
in North-2

Use of Seaweed As Feed Additive 
for White Shrimp  Aqua | BIOSTADT

Upcoming consumption of animal protein sources in 
shrimp or fish feeds is expected to be considerably 

reduced as a consequence of increasing price, quality, 
environmental and safety issues. Of main concern has 
been the use of marine protein sources, such as fish meal 
which often results in fouling of pond environmental 
parameters and disease outbreak in cultured species. 
Feeds are the main component which represents a 
significant production cost in commercial aquaculture. 
They contain substantial proportions of fish oil or fish meal, 
which are in turn dependent on dwindling stocks of wild-
caught fish. There have been many studies on the use of 
seaweed in animal diets. Aquaculture and particularly 
shrimp culture has become a pivotal economic activity in 
many countries. Since last decades, aquaculture has been 
one of the fastest growing industries of food production.  
Research interest for seaweed has increased due to their 
fast growth in the presence of high nutrient levels and has 
been adapted to commercial culture in ponds, paddle-
raceway ponds, algal turf scrubbers, ropes, and offshore 
structures, with various industrial applications including 
human and animal nutrition. Seaweeds are rich in 
proteins, vitamins, carbohydrates, carotenoids, fiber, lipids, 

macro and micro 
minerals. When 
fresh, they are 75–
85% water and 
15–25% organic 
c o m p o n e n t s 

and different minerals including 
trace. Dry matter is 65–85% organic 
components and 30–35% ash. Marine 
algae possess all the essential minerals 
which are highly essential for shrimps 
and fish for their growth, survival, 
immune response and intestinal 
micro-biota. Integrated multi-trophic 
aquaculture (IMTA) has been proposed seaweed for water 
bioremediation due to their high capability of removing 
inorganic nutrients from wastewater. Bioremediation is a 
highly attractive eco-friendly green treatment method 
from an environmental perspective as it makes use of 
either naturally occurring organisms (bio-stimulation) 
or added indigenous or exogenous organisms (bio-
augmentation) to degrade or assimilate a wide variety of 
toxic contaminants. Seaweeds are capable enough to 
capture macronutrients and metal contaminants from their 
habitat and are increasingly used in the bioremediation 
for polluted sea water to minimize the eutrophication 
process. In recent pandemic, development of sustainable 
and high valued food production has gained worldwide 
interest. It seems clear that this phenomenon is causing 
changes in aquaculture- oriented research, with the 
development of new integration and technology systems. 
It is still important to understand different aspects involved 
in integrated systems with priority of commercial aspects, 
including co-culture systems such as shrimp/fish and 
seaweed.
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Bio-Pesticides For  
Sustainable Agriculture

We have learnt since our childhood that India is an 
Agrarian (Krishi Pradhan) country. And agriculture is 

the backbone of the Indian economy. India’s Agriculture 
sector contributes around 17-18% of the total GDP of 
economy with 50% of work force as per year 2018. In the 
year 2013 India exported agricultural products worth 38 
billion USD which made the country 7th largest exporter in 
that section. 

A huge portion of agricultural crops are destroyed by 
pests every year. So 
the farmers use a lot 
of chemical as well as 
biological pesticides 
(Biopesticides) to prevent 
the loss in each season. 
But the use biological 
pesticide is way too less 

compared to chemical pesticides. This is because of the 
rapid action of chemical pesticides compared to slow 
and target specific Bio-pesticides. According to a survey 
data published in April 2017, India is at the 10th position in 
consumption of the pesticides and the use of chemical 
pesticides is far less per hectare compared to leading 
countries like China and USA. That means Indian soils are 
still capable of handling some more quantity of chemical 
pesticides. Hence, many industries are focused on huge 
productions of chemical pesticides. But chemical pesticides 
have many adverse effects on human and animal health 
as well as cause an irreversible damage to the ecosystem.

Pesticides like Chlorpyrifos, Diazinon and Malathion 
has an adverse effect on wildlife. Profenophos, 
Oxydementomethyl and Monocrotophos are very toxic to 
human health and have adverse effects on ecosystem are 
nevertheless still being used in parts of India. World health 

 Philippines | BIOSTADT

Nurturing Product Knowledge 

Figure 1. Top 5 scorers from the online exam were as follows (from left to right): 
Jonathan M. Cortez (WL), Erick D. Manliquez (PL), Joseph Z. Ramento(EL), Jefrey A. 
Alcalde(EL) and Ryan M. Camacho (SL)

Every year in April & May, we conduct 
product training programs, but this year, 

with lockdowns in place, getting things done 
required everyone to think out of the box.  That’s 
how we evolved our very first online training 
program focused on Weed Management in 
Rice. This featured BioPhil’s rice herbicides Flexo 
10 WG, Grassedge 80 EC and Satunil 60 EC. The 
importance was given to the distinguishing features along 
with field conditions wherein we can get the optimum 
results of application. 

Training material was circulated in the form of 
PowerPoint/pdfs well in advance via email, Facebook 
messages and texts in order to cover and reach the entire 

sales fleet including MDRs working in remote areas. Online 
exam was conducted as per scheduled date and time. 

Following Biostadians are the top 5 scorers with maximum 
correct answers responded within cut-off time.

(written by: Assistant Manager, TPDRS Shalan Kitma)

It’s Official, Biophil Now On FB Page 

The Biostadt Philippines Inc. launched its official 
brand-new Facebook business page on May 

23, 2020 as we embarked upon this new journey 
in digital marketing space. This step forward aims 
to keep our farmers, channel partners and entire 
Agri value chain stakeholders up to date with 
advanced crop care solutions and information 
with regards to plant nutrition and crop protection 
products offered by Biostadt Philippines Inc.

This endeavor of exploring social media 
platforms to extensively promote our products 
is helping us to address the mass gathering 
limitations of new normal.  We already have new 
customers generated by digital marketing which 
helps our sales team  achieve their targets.

Currently, our FB posts already reached 39,549 
accounts and 6,700 engagements while our 
FB page had 821 views and 563 likes. Our Rice 
herbicides post on June 11, 2020 reached 13,157 
accounts, 2,547 engagements, 2,141 likes and 34 
shares.

In future, we are developing our capabilities 
to arrange live seminars to educate our farmers 
and to engage our trade partners in this new 
normal.

In spite of having Enhanced Community 
Quarantine situation all across the country in initial 
months of lockdown, BioPhil sales team put their 
best efforts to remain in touch, extend the support 
and address the needs of farming fraternity and 
channel partners by reaching them directly via 
phone calls, text messages, messenger on daily 
basis in order to take the stock of the situation & 
understand the customer challenges and guide 
them for crop solutions as per their requirement 
and therefore, BioPhil field team could reach and 
develop the database of contacts of more than 
20,000 farmers/BLOs/dealers all across Philippines.

Nebijin Sales Soars

Nebijin® 0.3 DP (Flusulfamide 0.3 DP) A premium quality 
product sourced from Mitsui Chemicals, Japan which 
is solely targeted to control Clubroot infection in all 

cruciferous vegetables grown in highlands of Philippines 
has become one of the fast-moving products in line from 
Biostadt Products portfolio being offered to Filipino farmers.

This fungicide controls effectively the clubroot disease 
caused by a soil borne fungus Plasmodiophora brassicae.

This year the efforts put up by team started paying 
back and credit goes to management for better directions 
by imparting technical knowledge to team and trade 
partners. In commercial aspect, the highest sales volumes 
ever achieved since inception was in FY2018-19 and this 
year, we have surpassed previous highest sales just in Q1 of 
this FY2020-21 and now heading to create new benchmark 
for our team and trade partners.

(written by: Marketing Executive Jess Adan) (written by: Gpm, Hariom Singh)

North Luzon sales team during the 2nd Highland Vegetables Festival 
last July 2019.

BIOSTADT | Philippines
The Perfect Connect: HR & IT Come Together

Despite the difficult time, BioPhil management 
came up with a Business Continuity Plan to 
continue working while staying at home, being 

productive and continuing to reach out to our business 
partners, distributors, dealers, mango contractors, 
big land owners and farmers. Likewise, we ensured 
continuous Supply Chain Operation and ensured 
unhampered delivery of our products in the entire Luzon 

region by processing and complying with all government 
requirements and work needed documents like IATF ID, 
Rapid pass, Certification of Employment required by the 
field sales team for hassle-free movement in the field 
with safety precautions.

For employee engagement, Human Resources 
and Admin. together with our IT MIS Department 
brainstormed and came up with a messenger virtual 
chat group “HR & IT Connect” to continuously reach 
out to all employees and served as our connection for 
important announcements on work matters, pertaining 
to the update on the pandemic, government 
announcements, reminders and posting of safety 
precaution and protocols. More so, online fun games 
were also shared to make work from home an enjoyable 
and engaging experience.

Over and above all this, HR and Admin initiated a 
program, on a daily basis, to check on every Biostadian’s 
safety, well-being as well as all their family members and 
if they had any work-related queries, or if they had been 
encountering any difficulties in accomplishing their work 
from home. (written by: HRAD Maricon/Tin)

 Up The Career Ladder

We take pride in acknowledging our deserving performers in 
Biostadt Philippines, Inc. as we share the promotion of our 
colleague in Manila Headquarters Team, Mr. Shalan Joseph E. 

Kitma from Senior Technical Product Development Regulatory Services 
Executive to Assistant Manager, Technical Product Development 
Regulatory Services as of June 01, 2020 and in Field Sales Team, Mr. 
Anthony Clyde B. Sadiasa from Market Development Representative 
to Trainee Territory Sales Executive of South Luzon and Bicol effective 
May 11, 2020. Felicitations! and we look forward as you soar higher 
and continue to have a greater contribution to the Biostadt family.

(From left to right: AMTPDRS Shalan Kitma & 
TTSE Clyde Sadiasa)

 R&D-Waluj | BIOSTADT
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We at Biostadt, have created a tailored induction 
program for new staff, so that they will feel more 

comfortable in their  surroundings and have a better 
understanding of our business and expectations of their 
role. On 16th and 17th July, 27 participants marked their 
presence through G-Meet. Facilitators from all the divisions 
graced this program by sharing their   knowledge.

Induction program helped the new staff to educate 
themselves about our policies, make a smoother transition 
into the business and assimilate into the company culture, 
learn the right way of doing things at the outset.

The Five I’s L&D integrates within the induction program 
Impression: First impressions count, so it’s important 

that the attraction and selection process bolsters the new 

entrants’ confidence of having made a farsighted and 
fantastic career choice.

 Induction: Induction is a critical event in the onboarding 
journey.

Integration: Happy employees are more efficient, 
more productive and loyal.

Immersion: Learning-by-doing is the most effective way 
to learn, so we utilise high-impact, immersive techniques 
to enrich the onboarding journey. 

Independence: Once new starters have the 
knowledge and confidence to become independent, 
they’ll use the organisation’s knowledge management 
and performance support tools to complete everyday 
tasks, undertake self-directed learning, and work  
with their Line Manager to co-create their devel- 
opment goals.

Parichay Induction Program

The buddy is an experienced employee who guides 
the new employee through the first few weeks or 

months on the job. Implementing a buddy system in 
our work environment would provide benefits for the 
new employee, and contribute immense value to our 
organization. Providing a workplace buddy ensures 
that the employee has someone to talk to, during the 
first nerve-wracking weeks of a new job. A formal buddy 
system can also become an unstructured knowledge 

sharing process. New employees will understand 
workplace systems and culture better resulting in a 
quicker settling period, ensuring quicker productivity.

By functioning as a buddy, existing staff members 
will gain valuable mentoring and leadership skills that 
will be useful within the organization. The process 
will allow employee to share previous experiences, 
leading to sharing new ideas and technologies that 
can enhance organizational efficiency. 

Buddy Program

Statutory Compliance for IOPL & NSPL

Statutory Compliance in simplest terms, means 
adhering to rules and regulations.
 Statutory Compliance for the two new Business 

Entities- In Gene Organics Private Ltd and Nandi  Seeds 

Pvt Ltd were completed in a time bound manner (under 
shop & Establishment Act and PF). HR has ensured 
compliance to all extant rules and regulations and 
paved the way for seamless functioning / operations of 
the New Business Entities

Wowing Employees With Webinars 

With the ongoing COVID 19 
pandemic, this year’s theme for 

International Day is “Yoga at Home 
& Yoga with Family”. At Biostadt, 
with the help of Round Glass, we 
introduced webinar Session “Your 
Wellbeing”. A Holistic Wellness 
Programme.

The employees were given 
insights on various Asanas for our 
body balance, Asanas for Deep-
relaxation along with breathing 
techniques. 

We introduced a Financial and 
Tax Planning Session in collaboration 
with Ambition Learning Solution 
(SEBI) –There were six sessions spread 
across the fortnight.  Information was 
shared on how to tackle personal 

tax payments during these uncertain 
times. There were some proactive 
and immediate steps to manage 
cash flow during this challenging 
time. Around 450 employees 
attended the sessions from various 
regions across PAN India.

Taking health insurance is one 
of those things which cannot be 
ignored, given the rising costs of 
treating health problems. As Biostadt 
renewed its Mediclaim Policy, an 
Orientation session along with the 
helpdesk was launched on 17th 
July 2020 on Google hangout with 
our insurance partner ICare.  This 
session crossed the threshold of 
Google hangout of 250 participants. 
This session will continue to be held 

every Friday.  Highlights of the session 
were Introduction and orientation 
of Mediclaim and Personal 
Accident Policy. Login and access 
to the employee’s Dashboard, 
documentation process during the 
pandemic situation, time frame 
for submission of documentation. 
Thereafter it was an Open House 
session for all employee-related 
queries.

Forthcoming Event – Launch 
of National Pension Scheme (NPS) 
Helpdesk and Orientation Session: It is 
a defined Contribution based Pension 
Scheme launched by Government 
of India regulated by Pension Fund 
Regulatory & Development Authority 
(PFRDA)

organization (WHO) has classified Oxydementomethyl and 
Monocrotophos under class-I pesticides because of their 
fatal toxicity to human health. Many wildlife species are on 
the way to their extension because of the frequent use of 
pesticides. Many species of birds are severely affected by 
the toxic effects of pesticides. Biggest victim of extensive 
use of chemical pesticides are bees. Bees are the main 
pollinators for over 107 types of crops that include almost 
all the vegetables, many fruits and grains as well as natural 
oil producing crops. Bee’s existence on earth is older than 
human itself and yet actions of human have forced them 
to age of their extinction. 

Many species of reptiles, amphibians and fishes get 
affected by the use of chemical pesticides because of 
their biggest disadvantage of getting accumulated in the 
environment. Pesticides sprayed or powdered on crops 
travel long distance from the place of their target to other 
lands and lakes or ponds through wind and water where 
they are not required.  

 On the other hand, Biopesticides are far safer and 
very target specific. Biopesticides are products derived 

from naturally occurring 
substances and produced 
using microorganisms. They are 
produced using microbial agents 
such as bacteria and fungus 
target the only specific types of 
insects or pests and having no 
effect on other living creatures 
but the target only. Biological 
pesticides derived from microbial 
origin are getting popular in India. 

Microbial pesticides are safer to handle, and they do not 
accumulate in the environment like chemical pesticides. 
Best example of the bacterial insecticide is Bacillus 
thuringiensis (Bt).  This gram-positive bacterium has got its 
popularity in last two-three decades being used extensively 
by farmers practicing organic farming. 

Many bacteria have anti-fungal properties that can 
be and are being utilized as fungicides. A few strains of 
entomopathogenic fungi are being used as insecticides. 
Many non harmful strains of Entomopathogenic nematodes 
are being used in prevention and control over plant 
pathogenic larvae of insects and some kinds of moths. 

As the biopesticides have many advantages over 
chemical pesticides, they have a few disadvantages 
too. They are often slow acting products compared to 
the chemical pesticides. They are easily affected by the 
environmental factors such as temperature as well as they 
require growing closer to the target insect if the microbial 
agent used in the product is live; which is mostly the case 
with biopesticides. Due to these factors the demand 
of the biological pesticides is less. Hence many leading 
agriculture companies don’t go for high production. But 
the farmers need to be educated and made aware of 
the benefits of using biopesticides to keep the soil less toxic 
and more fertile. The extensive use of chemical pesticides 
affect the fertility of the soil irreversibly that can lead to loss 
of farmer’s interest in farming ultimately leading the loss of 
agriculture companies. Overall, to keep the ecosystem 
and environment healthy and green; biological products 
need to be promoted.

By Umar Shaikh ( R& D Microbiology)

STRAIGHT TALK
What was the feeling you had when 
your name was announced as an 
Outstanding Biostadian?
It was shocking and surprising! I was 
disconnected from general link & was 
given access to special link. I was told 
some special announcement was awaiting. But I had never 
imagined it could be “Outstanding Biostadian”

What were the emotions of your family?
I have been with Biostadt since 1992, my family is part of 
Biostadt. They were very happy to see me get this award & 
recognition, having spent my entire career with this great 
organization.

What is it about the way you do, what you do, that you feel, 
might separate you from others?
I have gratitude for this organization, given an 
opportunity… I will give more than 100% for my 
organization. Budgets will not restrict my potential & my 
drive to achieve more.

It is said that getting an approval for distributorship from  
R M Patil is very difficult – what are your views?

While approaching a new party for 
distribution, we should create a demand for 
our products in his customer base. We should 
never approach a party with compromising 
attitude. We should have greater respect 
for our Organization & we should make that 
party accept our offer with same respect.

What would you do differently to raise  your performance 
Bar higher?
Always look around for opportunities, never limit self with 
constraints. Create bigger picture & show the benefits to all 
teammates.

What does success look like and how do you 
measure it?
Success is the one which benefits all those working with us. I 
measure it only with the respect I get with it.

What is the best part about working with BIL?
Culture is the best part of Biostadt. Whatever I am today, 
whom so ever I am moving around today is due to Biostadt 
culture. I respect the practical & humble nature of the 
owners & the management team. I have no regret for 
spending my entire productive lifespan with Biostadt. 

Outstanding Biostadian Mr. R M Patil with 
his family
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R M Patil  R M Patil  
Outstanding BiostadianOutstanding Biostadian

Suresh Nair  Suresh Nair  
Chairman’s Appreciation Award Chairman’s Appreciation Award 

Santhosh Rane  Santhosh Rane  
Dynamic LeadershipDynamic Leadership

Santhosh Magri  Santhosh Magri  
Cross Functional Team Award 2Cross Functional Team Award 2

Ravi O R Ravi O R 
Cross Functional Team Award 1Cross Functional Team Award 1

An Affair 
To Remember: 

Annual 
E-Conference

The Annual Award Ceremony was brought to 
Biostadians’ doorstep on 23rd June 2020. The 

theme of the program, ‘Resilience’ was a true 
reflection of the organisation’s commitment 
towards excellence despite the ongoing COVID 
situation. The gloom of lockdown was whisked 
away by the glam and fanfare of the event as the 
warmth and togetherness of ‘Team Biostadt’ was 
delivered right within the comfort of peoples homes. 
True teamwork was showcased by IT and HR team 
under the guidance of Ms. Aiman Khorakiwala 
(Dir. In Gene), Mr. Santosh Margi (IT Head) &  
Ms. Harsha Adarkar (VP HR) to make this event a 
grand success.

The event was a much  awaited silver lining in 
the grey clouds of lockdown, and it is sure to be 
cherished by all Biostadians in the years to come. 
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BIOSTADT | Employee’s Corner

EDITORIAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS    
Caroline Thomas, Harsha Adarkar
BIOSTADIAN SUPPORT COMMITTEE 
Nishant Pagar – CCD Marketing
Manoj Choudhury – CCD FMT East
Varun Arasikere – CCD FMT South Zone 1
Prinkle Sood  – CCD FMT North Zone 2
Suchitrasen Nayak – InGene Organics  
Rahul Patil – Nandi Seeds
Rama Manga Babu / Selva Pandian –  Aqua Field
Dr. Sudip Sen – Aqua – Research & Development
Dr. Ramchandra Gaikwad – Research & Development
Hanif Sayyad – Registration and Development
Pradip Choudhari – Factory Bhavnagar
Jai Sedha – Factory Jammu
Suresh Nair – International
Amrita Bhattacharjee  – Human Resources
Shweta Redij – Finance
Aatish Shinde – Supply Chain
Santosh Margi – Information Technology
Gim Thye – Vietnam Office
Maricon Vega – Philippines

You could win the Lucky Draw of Rs.1000/-

Fill this coupon, with your name and contact 
details to “Biostadian” Biostadt India Limited, 
601, Poonam Chambers, A-Wing, 6th Floor,  
A. B. Road, Worli, Mumbai 18. 

Draw on October 2020. Announcement  
of Winner will be done in next Edition.

AUGUST 2020

NAME:

MOBILE:

EMAIL:

WINNER  
Ashok Kumar
Jammu Factory
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Blessed with Baby Boy

Blessed with Baby Girl

Shibaji Rout  
AQUA DIVISION

Bharat Sharma 
FACTORY JAMMU 

Nandkishore Kale Wed Samiksha
CCD WEST - 1

Rupinder Sharma 
FACTORY JAMMU

Chirag Kumar Patel 
CCD WEST - 1 

Sumit Gangwar 
CCD NORTH - 1 

Komera Venkateswarlu  
AQUA DIVISION

Dr Simanchala Das  
AQUA DIVISION

Somnath Verma  
FACTORY JAMMU

Irfan Rashid Shah  
CCD NORTH - 2

Yogesh Kadam
CCD WEST

R. Ramesh Wed K. Suchitra
CCD SOUTH - 1

Satish Nathani Wed Komal Ben
FACTORY BHAVNAGAR

Manjunatha M N Wed Ragini H N
CCD SOUTH – 1

Mohit Kumar 
Q.A.D JAMMU

Dr. Satyendra K Singh
AQUA DIVISION

Kaliraj M  
CCD SOUTH 2


